Field Test Teknetics

Desi Dunne

Eurotek Pro
Nice clean lines.

Eight inch concentric coil.

hose of you who remember the
“old Teknetics” name in the
mid 1980s would have known
it as an entirely different entity
back then. Under its chief
designer George Payne, some wonderful
detectors were produced and were the
favourites of many American detectorists
and some of the more savvy UK searchers
at the time.
Sadly, Teknetics went out of business;
but George continued to build some other
really innovative circuits. In more recent
times the “Teknetics” name has been
revived by a newly created division called
First Texas Products, which now incorporates Fisher Labs and Bounty Hunter.
On test this month from the new
stable is a low cost model that continues
the very fine tradition of both innovation and clever meter ID systems (much
like the innovative Teknetics 9000 model
from 1985 which at the time had superior target ID capability compared with
many other detectors). Around that time I
lived in Pennsylvania and had the cheaper
Teknetics 6500 model. With this I usually
“swept the floor” in finds compared to my
detecting club buddies.
In my experience Teknetics has an
impressive provenance and it is rightly
deserved.

Assembly

The shipping box of the Eurotek Pro
is compact, but neatly arranged inside

Consider buying an
accessory arm strap.

are the six main parts.
A Philips screwdriver is
required to put the elements together, and it
is fiddly to attach the
control box to the upper
shaft. Install the back
screw first.
Once assembled the
detector has a very rigid
and quality feel. It’s easy to get a secure
grip (even for large hands) and just your
thumb does the control work.
The arm rest is big but doesn’t have
an arm strap. This is an accessory item
and I would recommend getting one.
The Eurotek is powered by a single 9 volt PP3 alkaline battery from
which 20-25 hours of operation can be
expected. The Eurotek Pro comes standard with an 8 inch concentric coil but can
be fitted with four accessory coils: an 11
inch biaxial DD, a 10 inch CC, a 10 inch
elliptical, and a small 5 inch round DD.
The headphone jack plug is standard
quarter inch and is found beneath a click
open and shut cover to keep dirt out.
The Eurotek Pro operates a working
frequency of 7.8kHz.
The Instruction Manual consists of
23 pages and details all the information
about both new and standard features
of this detector. Some features are quite

Single 9 volt battery.

innovative, and totally unexpected in
such a budget model. A main “ingredient” is an Iron Volume function and I’ll
explain this later on.

Features & Functions

1. Three Tone System. This consists of:
(i) low tone (ii) VCO or variable (iii) high
tone. It works as follows. As the Discrimination setting is adjusted, targets
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with IDs less than or equal to the set discrimination setting are eliminated from
detection. This is applicable to target
IDs up to 69. For Discrimination settings
greater than 69, targets in this range are
not eliminated; rather the tone changes
from High Tone to VCO. In this range
the Discrimination setting becomes the
Variable Tone break point.
This sounds a bit confusing I would
agree, but it does make sense and is
quite innovative. We’re all familiar with
low tones and high tones. However,
the ETP has VCO mid range audio that
makes the pitch change depending on
signal strength and target depth. If these
mid-range signal makers are shallow the
audio can be a loud VCO sound, but if
deeper that changes to a lower pitch.
The Volume function is also very clever
in design. It ranges from 0-20. From
1-10 is the volume level for non-ferrous
targets. From 11-20 is the ferrous volume
and it is this control that you can set to
hear iron with either a low or higher
volume level.

2. Iron Icon. This flashes when the coil
passes over ferrous bits and can often be
a silent detection depending where the
Discrimination number is set from 0-79.
3. Depth Indicator. This resembles a
pint glass, and is calibrated for a single
coin at 8 inches.
4. Battery Icon. This is on the right of
the display. When the battery is almost
depleted speaker volume will drop –
handy to save a last bit of power towards
the end of a hunt.
5. Pinpoint. When motion is not required
for detection.
6. Unit of Measure. Depth indication
can be set to either inches or centimetres.
7. Memory. To retain current settings
press and hold the Menu button for 8
seconds.
8. Factory Reset. To return to “out of the
box” settings.
9. Overload. A handy advanced feature.
When meeting a target too large to classify the detector will produce a rapid
mid tone sequence and the meter will
display “- -”.

Unique Audio

With the Eurotek Pro
it’s all about the audio. As
explained above and depending on the Discrimination
and Volume settings you
have selected, the ETP is
like a small dog on a leash,
straining to get ahead, constantly panting and making
excited noises! The ETP is
the same, eagerly murmur-

Nice clear meter display.
Large
silver
ring
found
on the
beach.

Finds
from the
foreshore.
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ing and grunting as it meets, identifies
and passes over all manner of metallic
“things”.
At first this can be really mystifying
but after a careful read of the very good
Instruction Manual, and a few hours
under your belt, its unique language will
soon become easier to understand.
The following is a very brief description of how the audio works in the way
it reacts to and identifies targets from
Target ID 1-99:High Tone = Target IDs of 80 and greater
VCO Tones = Target IDs from 0-69 and
also from 69-79 depending on where
Discrimination level is set
Low Tone = Target IDs of 1-40.
A good feature of the audio is you
can set separate volume levels for ferrous
and for non-ferrous. For example:• A volume level from 1-9 increases
the volume for both ferrous and nonferrous
• A volume level of 10 and ferrous
targets are silent, but non-ferrous
targets are at their maximum volume
level
• A volume level of 11-20 only increases
the volume of iron; there is no increase
in volume for non-ferrous. It is the
same as volume level 10.
Still confused? It’s easy to see why,
this detector does take some getting
used to.

Desi Dunne

Beach Test

When I first got the detector it was
towards summer’s end, and as we were
having such good weather, I thought
where best to try it out than on a few
beaches.
I got lucky with the ETP from the very
first signal. It “beeped” with a high tone
and showed 93 on the meter. I scooped
out a large ring with .925 stamped inside
indicating it to be made from silver.
Loads of coins and all other manner
of things were easily found with nice
clear and very sharp signals. The Display
was a joy to observe and the large target
ID numerals were always very easy to
see.
I was plagued by foil, all manner of
it, but no gold rings. If you’re new to the
hobby of metal detecting and you want
to find gold rings you have to set your
detector so that you also have to dig the
foil. It’s just the way it is and relates to
“conductivity”.
Venturing into wetter areas didn’t
produce false signals until the sand
became extremely wet and the coil
touched the wet surface. On a few targets at the water’s edge depth indications
were off – possibly due to a ground cancelling algorithm that didn’t quite suit
current conditions. It appears to be a bit
on the “positive” side. This is not really
a fault as such, but more of an observation. One can always reduce Sensitivity
and avoid this – I had it fully up. For the

majority of time the detector was very
stable and no interference was noted.
A few signals from the wet sand
never produced a find, perhaps again
relating to the above perhaps.
The overall experience at this point
was the feeling I was using a more
expensive detector. It caused me to
rethink my usual test strategy. Why not
visit more coinshooting sites that I had
stayed away from in recent times?

Foreshore Mud

Currently, I’m not aware of any one
“magic bullet” machine for working
industrial river foreshores. The thinking
is to use small coils. But how small? Back
in the old days a few cult machines ruled
the mucky flats; names such as the Compass 77B, the Saxon TR, and the Viking
1 were legendary. But why should this
be so as they weren’t hugely sensitive
or deep-seeking. The good finds were
usually made in among masses of iron
and the small coils on those detectors,
were ideal.
So, enter the Eurotek Pro with its 8
inch coil – the ideal size to cover a decent
area quickly while remaining sensitive
and audibly announcing any iron.
Here it’s imperative to know the
audio the ETP produces and to carefully
consider the level of Discrimination used.
This is the real advantage of the Eurotek
Pro as it gives an informative dialogue of
iron sounds like a soccer commentator

on television giving a constant stream of
verbal to keep the viewers informed.
My favourite area was softer underfoot than previous visits. This perhaps
might mean deeper finds. My first find,
visible at the water’s edge, was a worn
copper coin, and a stranger to these parts
being an American “wheat” penny. This
was soon followed by a Georgian copper
Hibernia halfpenny.
As the afternoon advanced a steady
stream of finds were rescued from the
slimy grey morass of mud and lug worms.
Foreshores aren’t for the faint hearted!
A grey pewter spoon end, a completely black musket ball, and a few
water worn copper discs (whether coins
or tokens I can’t say) followed. Many
other VCO sounds begged investigation!
The best coin dug that day wasn’t a
total surprise but was a welcome one.
A high tone and target ID 81/82 produced a Young Head Victoria sixpence
dated 1844. It was black when found but
cleaned up well.
A few repeat visits here with the
Eurotek showed it to be very good in
this challenging environment. Don’t forget an even smaller 5 inch DD coil is
available. While not being hugely deepseeking, the unmasking potential should
be extremely good.
Victoria
sixpence
dated
1844.

Foreshore token.

Foreshore ferrous and non-ferrous.
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Three silver coins.

Rippled
design
button.
Shallow Victorian coins abound here.

Inland Searches

One early Saturday morning found
me at a small city park where people
come to sunbathe in the fine weather
and play ball and other games into the
extended bright evenings of summer
months. The last time I was here I had
been seeking Victorian coinage, often
where tree roots push up the soil and
give up many shallow silvers. Today,
I was looking for a high modern coin
count.
Scanning the grass with my rapid
sweep speed, signals came every quickly.
So quickly, in fact, that I thought the
detector was acting up. However, such
was not the case – they were genuinely
signals and lots of them!
Isolating a spot and pressing Pinpoint
a loud bellowing sound ensued and then
stopped. It appeared that the detector was definitely acting up. I therefore
engaged Pinpoint again but held the
coil a bit higher from the surface. A mellow sound began to form and lowering
the coil caused the sound to increase in
volume. Then, about 6 inches from the
surface, the sound ceased. This is one of
the very few problems with the Eurotek
Pro. Its pinpointing could be better.
When the signal is narrowed, for
some mysterious reason it can, at times,
just vanish!
During pinpointing, the display can
also do some unusual things, such as
going completely blank and making one
think the detector has shut down. I
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plunged in my digger and a harsh metal
against metal sound resulted as the tip
met several shallow coins. In all there
was a total of nine euros in one hole.
I was smiling ear to ear as the same
“pocket spill” happened a few more
times! My final coin tally was good and
met my expectations of both detector
and site.
The amount of junk targets, however,
was very high consisting of foil, tabs and
bottle tops in the main. I was gone from
the spot at 11.30am when the park began
to get busy.
This machine is lightning quick and
its reactions are astounding. You soon
trust the sounds.

Regular Test Site

The Eurotek was then taken to a
regular test site. This consisted of a few
acres that were all that remains of a 19th
century farm in the middle of suburbia.
The area therefore has an above average
density of iron in the ground.
By controlling a steady combination
of both Sensitivity and Discrimination
(and of course sweep speed) I found the
site very workable. Targets were easy to
pinpoint, but if within a 2 inch distance
of the coil base they would cause alternating tones.
Some targets caused the Overload
function. This was brilliant and I moved
on rather than stand there for 15 minutes
head scratching as whether to dig or not
to dig. Naturally, at first I dug a few of
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these as a test and they were indeed large
iron pieces on the deep side – perhaps 10
inches down or more. One was a long
piece of flat iron, sword-blade like (sadly
not a sword), another was a huge thick
piece resembling a padlock.
A lovely round button with ripples on
showed an ID of 60 with a mixed audio of
both VCO and high tone because it had
been shallow.
To put it mildly, I was surprised by
the amount of targets recovered. Some
were good but many were non-ferrous
scrap items of no significance. Some
were extremely easy to locate. If they
had been heard on my previous searches,
there was never any clarity of signal to
make them stand out.
A usually productive and wellsearched pasture field (with a moderate
mineralisation level) was next given the
run of the Eurotek for an afternoon, on a
sunny but cold day. The detector wasn’t
happy at all. I got the feeling that set at
full sensitivity it still wasn’t penetrating
too deeply and gave off both false and
ferrous signals without justification.
In fairness the few acres contain much
buried iron and even the well-renowned
“French miracle” suffered some difficulty
here as well. However, the Eurotek did
produce some definite non-ferrous signals to depths of 5 inches and more on
a few rolled up ointment tubes and old

Desi Dunne
Farm finds.

Exploring old
woodland for
coins.

Mystery find.

“fly” buttons. In this scenario, my judgement would be that the accessory 11 inch
biaxial DD coil would be a better bet than
the standard coil supplied.

Farmland Search

The Eurotek Pro put in a very decent
performance on a new field with plenty
of stubble still left over between undulating furrows. It whizzed along merrily in
the dog-like fashion mentioned earlier,
buzzing over small iron and giving a
louder “fizz/fuzz” type of sound on larger
bits. VCO tones were clear, as were
the high tones, and the detector went
on to put a good quantity of “keepers”
into my finds pouch. These included a
small but beautifully crafted buckle (VCO
sound ID of 61) and three silver coins.
These were a silver shilling from 1838, a
worn George III bull head sixpence (date
illegible) and a small “Joey” (silver threepence) from 1918.
The find spot was re-scanned and I
got a low buzz sound indicating there
had been iron close by. A dozen old buttons came up with predominantly VCO
tones. I love this sound. It’s in the “very
desirable hammered and gold area” and
every find was an eagerly anticipated target – just what was it going to be?
Then, a mystery item surfaced. I had
to use my pinpointer probe to find it as it
was just a sliver of a thing. The mystery

find resembles a large hammered coin
fragment, but I think it’s more modern –
19th century perhaps? It’s silver and has
“T E S” initials engraved on it. Would
any reader know from where or what it
has come from?
My search, however, wasn’t all a
bed of roses; there were many overload
signals, and several signals gave mixed
sounds. Also, the target IDs jumped
about wildly, and there were junk items
that fooled the detector.
A few excursions into woodland
picked out some finds from well-searched
footpaths. For the majority of the time
the Eurotek was silent with an occasional soft buzz indicating iron items.
This detector is very much at home in
such a scenario.

Conclusion

The Eurotek Pro is cheap to buy,
cheap to run, and with this detector
there is no messing. It’s exactly what’s
needed when a person wants to take up
the hobby, not spend too much money,
but get something a few levels up from
a basic beginner’s detector. In my view it
is a wolf in sheep’s clothing. If this is the
way Teknetics are going then they are
really set to reach the very top.
I absolutely loved the Teknetics T2,
which was one of my all-time favourite
machines, and await a possible T3.

I never expected the Eurotek Pro to
be so good and such an overall joy to use;
it had me smiling on many occasions.
It really made my detecting outings
fun again. It did almost all of what I
demanded in a high-end machine, and
was so light that it absolutely produced
no fatigue at all.
I’d recommend it to anyone and
would suggest going back to any previously productive coinshooting sites you
haven’t visited in years. Its strengths lay
in coinshooting in amongst rubbish, iron
junk especially. Its abilities to get into
situations where iron nails abound and
isolate coins is remarkable.
Up to four other accessory coils
are available. It’s all that’s required for
woods, parks, commons, riverbanks and
foreshore. For pasture, the 11 inch coil
would be a good investment.
Teknetics detectors are available from
Regton:- www.regton.com
TH
Tel: 0121-359 2379.
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